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Abstract
Introduction: Infections caused by respiratory viruses are important problems worldwide, especially in children. Human 
metapneumovirus (hMPV) is a respiratory pathogen and causes severe infections with nonspecific symptoms. This study reports 
the hMPV occurrence and dissemination in southern Brazil and compares the frequency of occurrence of this virus and the 
human respiratory syncytial virus (hRSV) in the epidemiological weeks in a three-year period (2009-2011). Methods: In total, 
545 nasopharyngeal (NP) specimens from individuals with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) who were negative 
for other seven respiratory viruses were analyzed for the presence of hMPV. Human metapneumovirus was detected by direct 
immunofluorescence and real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Results: hMPV was detected in 109 patients 
from the main geographic regions of the southernmost state of Brazil, presenting similar overall prevalence in males (46.8%) and 
females (53.2%). Among children who were less than six years old, hMPV was detected in 99 samples of all age groups, with a 
higher frequency in infants who were less than one year old (45.7%) compared to all other age groups until six years. hMPV and 
hRSV infection occurred in almost the same epidemiological weeks (EWs) of each year, with peaks of incidence between EW 
31/37 and EW 26/38 for the years 2009 and 2011, respectively. hMPV was further detected in several cases of SARS and it was 
the only virus detected in three deaths. Conclusions: These findings indicate that hMPV is in circulation in southern Brazil and 
highlight the importance of diagnosing hMPV for influenza-like illness in the population.
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INTRODUCTION

Viral respiratory infections are global health problems 
because of their dissemination in the community, ubiquitous 
distribution, and ability to cause high morbidity in children 
and adults with immunosuppression1,2. Severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS) is a more serious outcome of viral respiratory 
infections, and the clinical symptoms are dyspnea, fever, 
myalgia, lethargy, cough, and sore throat3. SARS patients 
are mostly infants and immunocompromised individuals and 
require special care in emergency rooms of hospitals because 
of respiratory complications (bronchiolitis, pneumonia, etc.), 
resulting in substantial cost to the affected families in particular 
and  society in general4-7. These infections disseminate more 
in cold climates, but also occur in tropical countries, with the 
highest frequency of occurrence between autumn and spring8,9.

Several virus species cause respiratory infections, 
such as influenza, parainfluenza, adenovirus, coronavirus, 
bocavirus, human rhinovirus, human enterovirus, human 
respiratory syncytial virus (hRSV, recently renamed human 
orthopneumovirus) and human metapneumovirus (hMPV)1. 
hMPV is one of the youngest respiratory viruses (together 
with bocavirus) since it was identified in the Netherlands in the 
beginning of this century10. In Latin America, hMPV was first 
detected in children younger than three years in northeast Brazil11. 
hMPV is currently classified into the genus Metapneumovirus, 
subfamily Pneumovirinae, and family Paramyxoviridae. It is an 
enveloped, segmented, and pleomorphic virus with a negative 
sense RNA genome of approximately 13,000 nucleotides1.

Epidemiological data demonstrated that the frequency 
of hMPV occurrence ranges from 1.5-43%, according to the 
population group and geographic region12-16. hMPV cases are 
also more frequent in winter and spring, usually occurring 
together with hRSV outbreaks1,2,12,14. In viral respiratory 
diseases, hMPV frequency ranges from 5.6% to 20.1% as 
demonstrated by independent studies in different Brazilian 
cities14,15-19. Similar frequencies have been observed in other 
South American countries20-23. hMPV infections in children are 
also much more frequent than in adults2. The main risk factors 
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are age less than five years, presence of pre-existing diseases 
(nosocomial infection, chronic pulmonary disease, heart, 
and neural disorders), and immunosuppressed condition8,24,25. 
Patients infected with hMPV commonly present respiratory 
symptoms such as a cough, hypoxia, wheezing, and fever8,26. 
Bronchiolitis, bronchitis, pneumonia, and SARS are more 
serious health complications1. Children younger than two years 
present more worrying clinical evolution, and approximately 
10% cases require hospitalization27,28. 

Laboratory testing is necessary to detect and confirm an 
hMPV infection29,30. Culture in specific cell lines is used for 
isolating viruses; however, this is a fastidious and slow process 
to be used in clinical settings1,2. hMPV can also be detected 
by direct immunofluorescence (DAF) and enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay31. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR) is the main method for detecting hMPV 
because of its better analytical performance32. A combination 
of immunofluorescence assays and RT-PCR have been usually 
recommended to obtain more definitive diagnosis1.

Although hMPV infection is important, epidemiological data 
regarding this disease are scarce in Brazil. Routine detection of 
this virus is usually not performed in the main private and public 
laboratories involved in the investigation of respiratory infections. 
The present study aimed to detect hMPV in patients with SARS 
in a three-year period (2009 to 2011) in southern Brazil. 

METHODS

Sampling

All the samples of this study were obtained from the Central 
Laboratory of the Rio Grande do Sul (RS) State (LACEN/RS). 
LACEN/RS is a public health laboratory that analyzes viral 
respiratory infections from clinical centers and hospitals located 
in different cities of the RS state. It belongs to the Brazilian 
network of Influenza and Other Respiratory Virus Surveillance, 
providing diagnostic and epidemiological data of several 
viruses, such as influenza virus A and B, hRSV, adenovirus 
(ADV), and parainfluenza virus types 1, 2 and 3 (PIV). 

Clinical samples from 6,918 SARS cases notified by 
204 hospitals (representing 66% of the state hospitals) were 
analyzed from January 2009 to December 2011. Influenza 
virus A was detected using RT-qPCR3,33, and influenza virus 
B, hRSV, ADV, and PIV 1, 2, and 3 were detected using 
indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA) (Light DiagnosticTM 
Respiratory Panel 1 Viral Screening and Identification kit, 
Merck Millipore®, Darmstadt, Germany). In total, 3,495 
samples presented negative result for all these viruses, and by 
convenience sampling, 545 (20%) were selected for hMPV 
detection (Figure 1).  The sampling selection was performed 
from the time of routine analysis in the laboratory. The collection 
of samples from children under or five years of age and from 
patients who died because of respiratory complications was 
prioritized in 2009. However, samples of other individuals 
with SARS were also included in the analysis in the other two 
years (2010 and 2011) to evaluate hMPV prevalence and fatal 
cases in other age groups. Patient data (age, gender, clinical 
symptoms, and comorbidities) were obtained for all samples. 

Testing for hMPV**

Positive

results

Yes

545 (21.1%) samples:

219 (40.2%) - 2009;

154 (28.3%) - 2010;

172 (31.5%) – 2011.

3,495 (50.5%) samples

3,423 (49.5%) samples
Positive

results

6,918 samples of SARS (2009 to

2011)

Testing for influenza A and B,

hRSV, ADV, PIV 1, 2, and 3*

Yes

Convenience sampling

No

109 (20.0%) samples

436 (80.0%) samples

No

FIGURE 1: Flowchart showing samples evaluated for hMPV detection in 
this study from 2009-2011. SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome; 
hRSV: human respiratory syncytial virus; ADV: adenovirus; PIV 1, 2,  
and 3: parainfluenza types 1, 2, and 3. *Influenza A virus was detected by 
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), whereas the 
other viruses were detected by indirect immunofluorescence. **hMPV was 
detected by direct immunofluorescence (DAF) and RT-qPCR.

Further, sample collection date was registered to define the 
epidemiological week (EW) of the virus detection in three years.

Ethical Considerations

This study was approved by the Committee on the Ethics of 
the FEPPS/RS (Ethics Statement n. 11/2010).

hMPV detection

Human metapneumovirus is routinely detected by DFA and 
RT-qPCR in LACEN/RS as previously described13. The procedure 
for DFA is as follows. Cell suspension of nasopharyngeal 
secretion samples was distributed over the microscope slide, 
air-dried, and fixed with cold acetone. Were added 40µL (1:1) 
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of fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled monoclonal antibody 
(Millipore® CAT.5091-approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration for research use only) and the samples were 
incubated for 15 min at 37°C. The slides were washed by 
immersion in phosphate buffer, air-dried, mounted with buffered 
glycerol, and examined using a Leica DM 1000/HBO100W®. 
In the RT-qPCR analysis, total RNA of the samples was first 
extracted using RNA mini kit according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol (Qiagen, CA, USA). RT-qPCR was performed using 
5µL of each RNA sample, 0.5µL of SSIII/Platinum Taq mix, 
12.5µL 2× master mix, and the following primers and probe: 
F 540 (5′-CAAGTGTGACATTGCTGAYCTRAA-3′), R 598 
(5′- ACTGCCGCACAACATTTAGRAA-3′) and P (5′-56-FAM/
TGGCYGTYAGCTTCA GTCAATTCAACAGA–3′/TAMRA), 
targeting the fusion glycoprotein (F) gene from hMPV34. All 
reactions were performed on a StepOnePlusTM thermocycler 
(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) using the following conditions: 
50°C for 30 min, 95°C for 2 min, followed by 35 cycles of 95°C 
for 15 s and 55°C for 35 s. Positive and negative controls were 
used in all assays. Individuals were considered positive for 
hMPV if they tested positive by DFA or PCR.

Statistical analysis

Statistical Package for Social Sciences [(SPSS), version 
17.0, Chicago, IL, USA] was used for statistical analyses. 
Qualitative variables were expressed as absolute and relative 
frequencies. Graphical representations were used to demonstrate 

FIGURE 2: Distribution of hMPV cases in Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil, from 2009 to 2011. hMPV: human metapneumovirus.

the distribution of hMPV and hRSV cases in epidemiological 
weeks (2009-2011). Statistical differences between the ages and 
symptoms of patients infected with these viruses were calculated 
using chi-square test with significance level of 5%. p < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Overall frequency of hMPV detection and fatality

Human metapneumovirus was detected in 109 (20%) 
patients from all main geographic regions of Rio Grande do 
Sul, the southernmost state of Brazil (Figure 2). The highest 
number of cases occurred in the metropolitan region of the 
capital State Porto Alegre with a total of 74 (67.9%) samples; 
however, hMPV was also detected in other zones of this state, 
mainly in the northern  and the valley regions. 

The overall characteristics of hMPV-positive cases are 
shown in Table 1. Prevalence of hMPV infection showed a 
similar distribution for males (n = 51, 46.8%) and females  
(n = 58, 53.2%). hMPV infection predominated in children less 
than six years of age as it was detected in 99 (90.8%) samples in 
all age groups from 0 to 6 years. Further, hMPV frequency was 
much higher in infants less than 1 year of age (n = 43, 39.4%), 
but it was also detected in all age groups until 6 years (n = 21; 
19.3% in 1-year-old group, n = 30; 27.5% in 2-4 year-old group, 
and n = 5, 4.6% in 5-6-year-old group). The ten remaining cases 
were distributed among people of five different age groups: 
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Variables

Years of study
Total

2009 2010 2011

n % n % n % n %

Human metapneumovirus 
cases 40 36.7 9 8.3 60 55.0 109 100.0

Gender

male 24 22.0 7 6.4 27 24.8 58 53.2

female 16 14.7 2 1.8 33 30.3 51 46.8

Age in years

< 1 11 10.1 1 0.9 31 28.4 43 39.4

1 10 9.2 0 0.0 11 10.1 21 19.3

2-4 12 11.0 1 0.9 17 15.6 30 27.5

5-6 4 3.7 0 0.0 1 0.9 5 4.6

7-9 1 0.9 1 0.9 0 0.0 2 1.8

10-19 1 0.9 2 1.8 0 0.0 3 2.8

20-29 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

30-39 1 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.9

40-49 0 0.0 2 1.8 0 0.0 2 1.8

50-59 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.9

≥ 60 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.9

Deaths 1 0.9 0 0.0 2 1.8 3 2.7

TABLE 1: Demographic characteristics of human metapneumovirus-positive patients in South Brazil, 2009-2011.

two (1.8%) in 7- to 9-year-old children, three (2.8%) in teens 
between 10 and 19 years, one (0.9%) in adults from 30 to 39 
years, two (1.8%) in adults from 40 to 49 years, one (0.9%) in 
adults from 50 to 59 years, and one (0.9%) individual in older 
than 60 years group. 

In total, 85 cases with negative result for the other seven 
respiratory viruses were fatal and distributed in the three years of 
the study: 49 in 2009, 15 in 2010, and 21 in 2011. In the analysis 
by age groups, eight (9.6%) cases were observed in infants less 
than 1-year-old, 15 (18.1%) in children aged 1 to 6 years, four 
(4.8%) in adolescents aged 10 to 19 years, ten (12.0%) in adults 
aged 20 to 29 years, nine (10.8%) in adults aged 30 to 39 years, 
eleven (13.2%) in adults aged 40 to 49 years, seventeen (20.5%) 
in older people aged 50 to 59 years, and eleven (13.2%) in people 
over 60 years. Of these, three cases (3.5%) were positive for 
hMPV, and one occurred in 2009 and two in 2011. The case 
identified in 2009 was an immunosuppressed woman aged 36 
years, and both cases in 2011 were infant males aged two and six 
months, respectively, and one of them had chronic heart disease.

hMPV frequency in the three years of the study

In 2009, hMPV infection was registered in 40 samples, 
including 33 (82.5%) in children less than five years of age. 

Among the remaining seven samples, only one was a fatal 
case detected in a patient aged 36 years. The analysis of the 
occurrence of hMPV along this year showed that it was detected 
between EW 32 and EW 50, with the peak of incidence (n = 29, 
72.5%) in a period of five weeks (between EW 32 and EW 36). 

In 2010, hMPV infection occurred in only nine samples 
(n = 2, 22.2% in less than five-year-old children). These cases 
were sporadically distributed in thirty weeks (EW 18 and  
EW 53) along the year. No fatal case was detected in any hMPV-
positive patient. 

In 2011, hMPV infection was registered in 60 samples  
(n = 59, 98.3% in less than five-year-old children), including 
two fatal cases (infants aged 2 and 6 months). Analysis of  
the occurrence of hMPV in a year showed that it was detected 
between EW 21 and EW 38, with the peak of incidence  
(n = 51, 85.0%) occurring in a period of nine weeks (between 
EW 26 and EW 35) (Figure 3). 

hMPV versus hRSV infection in the epidemiological  
weeks and age groups

To understand the variation in respiratory virus dissemination 
over the years, hMPV and hRSV detection frequencies were 
compared in all EWs from 2009 to 2011 (Figure 3). The number 
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FIGURE 3: hRSV and hMPV infection cases of SARS according to epidemiological weeks in three years (2009, 2010, and 2011). hRSV: human respiratory 
syncytial virus; hMPV: human metapneumovirus; SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome.

of hRSV was defined based on the results of IFA and registered 
LACEN/RS data. There were 562 (16.4%) hRSV-positive 
samples in the 3,423 samples positive for at least one respiratory 
infection. hRSV was detected in 259 (46.1%) patients in 2009, 
124 (22.6%) in 2010, and 179 (31.8%) in 2011. 

Human respiratory syncytial virus was detected between 
EW 29 and EW 44, highlighting a prominent incidence peak 
between EW 31 and EW 36 in 2009. This was the same period 
of hMPV occurrence, except for one hMPV-positive case in 
EW 50. In 2010, there was another hRSV incidence peak, but 
it occurred earlier and with less number of cases along the year 
(between EW 9 and EW 33) compared to that in 2009. Although 
four hMPV cases occurred in this time period, five more cases 
occurred in EWs after this hRSV peak. In 2011, hRSV and 
hMPV occurred almost simultaneously (with incidence peaks 
between EW 21 and EW 37), which was similar to that observed 
in 2009. It is noteworthy that the hMPV incidence peak was 
higher than those of the previous years with almost the same 
number of hRSV-positive cases. 

The ages of the hMPV and hRSV patients were also evaluated. 
In total, 253 (45.1%) hRSV cases were detected in children 

younger than 6 months, and the number of cases decreased 
gradually in the other age groups (n = 130, 23.2% in 6-11 month-
old children; n = 84, 15% in 1-year-old children; n = 46, 8.1% 
in 2-4 year-old children; n = 10, 1.8% in 5−9-year-old children;  
n = 4, 0.7% in 10-19 year-old children; n = 19, 3.4% in other age 
groups). In contrast, hMPV infection presented frequencies more 
well-distributed in all age groups (n = 31, 28.6% in 6-11 month-
old children; n = 16, 14.5% in 1-year-old children; n = 30, 27.3% 
in 2-4-year-old children; n = 4, 3.9% in 5-9-year-old children;  
n = 1, 0.9% in 10-19-year-old children; n = 5, 5.5% in other age 
groups) (Figure 4). Statistical comparison showed that hRSV was 
significantly more frequent in children less than 6 months of age 
(n = 253; 45% vs. n = 21; 19%; p < 0.01), whereas hMPV was 
more prevalent in 2- and 4 year-old children (n = 152; 27% vs 
n = 9; 8%; p < 0.01). The frequencies of these viruses were not 
significantly different in other age groups (p > 0.05).

hMPV versus hRSV symptoms

To understand the clinical manifestations of SARS 
according to viral infection, symptoms of hMPV- and hRSV-
positive patients were comparatively analyzed. Patients with  
hMPV usually presented with fever (n = 523, 95.9%), dyspnea 
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(n = 472; 86.6%), cough (n = 468, 85.9%), and coryza (n = 359; 
85.9%). hRSV symptoms were similar (but in a slightly different 
order): cough (n = 527; 93.7%), fever (n = 519; 92.4%), dyspnea 
(n = 477; 84.8%), and coryza (n = 412; 73.4%). The frequency of 
occurrence of the main symptoms as well as arthralgia (2.4% vs 
3.8%) and diarrhea (10.0% vs 13.9%) did not vary significantly 
between these two viral infections (all p-values > 0.05)  
(Figure 5). In contrast, myalgia, conjunctivitis, sore throat, and 
chill were significantly more frequent in hRSV- than in hMPV-
positive cases (all p-values < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Brazil is a large country with five geographic regions, each 
with unique climate characteristics. Rio Grande do Sul is a state 
located in South Brazil and divided into several geographic 
regions with subtropical and humid climate. Respiratory 
infections are important public health problems in this state, 
since it presents one of the coldest climates of the country14,15,35. 
The present study demonstrated that hMPV circulated mainly 
in EWs in the winter and in the beginning of spring in 2009, 
2010, and 2011. This finding is in agreement with the results of 
previous studies in southern Brazil that detected hMPV mostly 
in this same period of the year14,36,37. 

The frequency of occurrence of different human viral 
respiratory infections is important to define public health 

FIGURE 4: hRSV and hMPV infection cases of SARS according to age groups. hRSV: human respiratory syncytial virus; hMPV: human metapneumovirus; 
SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome. *Indicates significant difference (p–values < 0.05).

policies over the years. The overall hMPV infection frequency 
observed in this study was 20% (n = 109 cases in 545 SARS 
cases, with negative result for all other respiratory viruses). 
Studies have reported variable frequencies of hMPV infection 
in Brazil. For example, in South Brazil, previous reports 
indicated values of 6.4% and 14.5%14,16. Studies conducted in 
the southeast and northeast regions of the country also reported 
similar frequencies (12.3% in Minas Gerais, 5.6% in São Paulo, 
and 5.9% in the four capital cities of Northeastern Brazilian 
states)17-19. Despite the different climatic conditions in Brazil, 
hMPV frequencies do not vary significantly, albeit with a subtle 
increase in the southern region (the coldest in the country). 
Identical frequency ranges of hMPV infection in cases of SARS 
was observed in other South American countries20-23,38.

hMPV occurrence in subregions of the Rio Grande do Sul 
state was determined to evaluate the dissemination of hMPV in 
the southernmost region of Brazil. The majority of the hMPV-
infected patients lived in the Metropolitan/East region, the most 
populous region of the state, which is also home to the Central 
Laboratory of the Rio Grande do Sul state (LACEN/RS). This 
is in agreement with the results of previous studies conducted 
in this state14,36,37. 

hMPV infection is usually more frequently detected in 
children with less than one-year-old (mean ages ranging 
from 4.4 to 5.9 months)14,16,18. In the present study, there was  
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a high frequency of hMPV infection in this age range (45.7%). 
However, hMPV occurrence was less frequent in one-year old 
children than hRSV as also observed by a previous study39 . 

Interestingly, hMPV infection presented a variable frequency 
in the three years of the study (36.7% in 2009, 8.3% in 2010, 
and 55% in 2011) in SARS patients without any other viral 
infection. These results suggest the rate of hMPV dissemination 
varies with the year of occurrence. Previous studies have also 
reported alternating epidemiological profiles of hMPV infection in 
Europe10,12,40. Interestingly, these studies presented a phenomenon 
characterized by one year of high hMPV dissemination followed 
by another year of low dissemination; however, the cause of this 
biannual periodicity remains unknown40. 

The seasonal distribution of hMPV and hRSV was also 
compared, demonstrating a similar temporal dissemination of 
both viruses in winter and spring in 2009 and 2011. In 2010, 
hMPV infections occurred throughout three seasons (autumn, 
winter, and spring), whereas hRSV presented the same incidence 
peak as observed in the other years. hMPV infections occur 
throughout the year; however, more cases have been detected 
in winter and spring in other studies15,40,41. Therefore, the 
seasonal occurrence of hMPV appears to coincide with hRSV 
infections37,39,42,43. However, hMPV and hRSV frequencies vary 
over the years, which is in agreement with previous findings37,43.

Oscillations in hMPV and hRSV prevalence are consistent 
with those observed for other respiratory viruses, but it is not 

clear if this was coincidence or a real pattern10. In 2010, hMPV 
presented the lowest seasonal activity in the period studied for 
three consecutive years (2009-2011). In this influenza post-
pandemic year, other respiratory viruses also presented low 
prevalence probably due to the vaccination campaign for influenza 
A/H1N1pdm09 in March 2010, leading low notification of 
suspected cases and consequently, decrease in the frequency of 
occurrence of other respiratory viruses (influenza, PIV, and ADV). 
The year 2011 was characterized by both highest prevalence and 
seasonal circulation of hMPV. The peak occurred in the EWs 
29 and 30, which was preceded by a decrease of average daily 
temperatures in Rio Grande do Sul, with temperatures ranging 
from 2.18 to 24.4°C (mean 14.06°C) in winter35.

In the present study, we identified 85 cases of deaths that 
were negative for seven respiratory viruses (influenza A, 
influenza B, hRSV, ADV, and PIV 1, 2, and 3). Of these cases, 
three (3.5%) were positive for hMPV, which included one 
immunocompromised woman and two children with chronic 
heart diseases. Although it is not possible to definitely ascertain 
the etiological origin of these SARS cases, hMPV was the only 
detected virus and a probable candidate responsible for the 
respiratory disease in these patients. Therefore, it is important to 
broadly assess the possible SARS-related pathogens, especially 
in cases with associated comorbidities1,2.

This study has some limitations. The sampling population 
was selected by convenience among SARS-notified cases and 
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it does not represent the entire exposed population. In addition, 
the symptoms were collected by a standard questionnaire for 
influenza and did not precisely represent the hMPV clinical 
spectrum. Further, positive samples for the other seven respiratory 
viruses were not tested, and therefore, co-infections could not 
be detected, which might affect the real number of hMPV in the 
samples evaluated. Finally, detection tests for human rhinovirus, 
enterovirus, coronavirus, and bocavirus were not performed to 
expand the screening of SARS pathological agents. 

Nonetheless, the present data are based on patients attending 
the most important region in southern Brazil (including 
204 hospitals in all regions of the Rio Grande do Sul State) 
and provide critical epidemiological knowledge regarding 
respiratory infections caused by hMPV in a three-year period. 
More studies are required to better characterize hMPV 
dissemination for defining public health policies. Furthermore, 
hMPV should be added to the panel of viruses tested for the 
routine detection of infectious viral respiratory diseases in this 
Brazilian region.

In conclusion, hMPV was detected in 20% patients with 
SARS (mainly children) without other detectable viral infection, 
showing that hMPV is an important respiratory pathogen in 
southern Brazil. Therefore, it is necessary to include hMPV 
detection as a differential diagnosis for viral respiratory illness. 
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